
ratura ; and if any of our professional brethren are acquainted with such
an agent, I, for one, would be thankful to have them communicate it.—
American Journal of Dental Science.

ORGANIZATION OF PLANTS

[Having expressed our own views of the late elegant work on the Or-
ganization of Plants, by Dr. Draper, of New York, it is with a feeling
of surprise that we hear intimations that it is to be violently attacked, and
in a publication,.too, which emanates from this city. An article in the
New York Evening Mirror notices an attack which has already been
made upon it, and for the sake of the. facts which it gives this article is
re-published below in full. It is utterly useless for any reviewer to at-
tempt to deprive such a production of the high standing which it has al-
ready gained.]
"We were surprised," says the editor, "at an assault in the last No.

of the North American Review, upon Dr. Draper's book ' on the Organi-
zation of Plants.' The criticism is characterized by that degree of un-
ceremonious rudeness wdiich fortunately is not very customary among sci-
entific men. This book was printed under circumstances at once credit-
able to its author, and to tho science of otir country. It consists of a
collection of memoirs, which have been separately published during the
last ten years, in our own and in European journals. They have been
discussed, translated, re-printed, and revised at various times ; and are now to
be found in almost every European language. Thus, the Edinburgh Re-
view, speaking of some portions of them, a year ago, says, ' There aro
three philosophers, Sir John Herschel, Dr. Draper of New York, and
Professor Moser of Konigsburg, who have applied the photographic pro-
cess with such distinguished success to the advancement of optical science,
that it would be unpardonable to withhold from our scientific readers an

account of their discoveries ; even were they less important and of less
popular character than they are.' It then proceeds to give an account
of the leading optical facts contained in this volume. This review is un-
derstood to have been written by Sir David Brewster. It appears, also,
from the American Journal of the Medical Sciences for May, 1836 (p.
268), that another portion of this book was originally published at the
instance of the Medical Faculty of the University of Pennsylvania, ' as a
mark of the estimation in which they held it.' A third portion, consisting
of nearly half the volume, has been printed in the ' London Philosophi-
cal Magazine,' the leading English scientific journal. From this transla-
tions have been made of various parts ; some have been inserted in the
' Annales de Chimie,' the organ of the Academy of France ; others re-

printed in the ' Bibliothèque Universelle de Geneve ;' others translated
into Poggendorf's Annalen published in Berlin. As proof of the considera-
tion in which these memoirs are held, portions of them have formed the
basis of some of the most modem physical theories ; thus Professor Moser,
of Konigsburg, avowedly founds his doctrine of vision—which excited so
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much interest a few years ago, when introduced before the British Asso-
ciation—on experiments contained in the book. Professor Poggendorf
gives others of them as a final authority in the controversy about Faraday's
theory of the Voltaic battery. The most eminent philosophers have criticiz-
ed and discussed the original views brought, forward. Sir J. Herschel, a year
ago, in the London Philosophical Magazine, published a long examina-
tion of some of the experiments ; and Boquerel read a memoir before the
Institute of France on the same points. These are the experiments,
which, with an amusing simplicity, the North American gives us to under-
stand are to be found in any of our Schoolbook».
" We might go on with this statement, but we do not believe that any

scientific book has ever been published in America, on which the opinions
of the most competent existing authorities have been so fully and favora-
bly expressed. Wc fear that Dr. Diaper is justified in the observation
he is said to have made, when the Review was shown him, " That it
was too bad that the editor of the North American had caused his book to
be reviewed by a person so grossly ignorant of the mere elements of che-
mistry, as to assert " the oils and resins consist of carbon and hydrogen
only.' It is a well-known fact that the resins are oxides, and most of the
oils contain oxygen.
" Should such an article appear in the London Foreign Quarterly, or "

in any of those journals which systematically abuse everything that comes -

from America, we. could at once appreciate the motive. But after the
highest scientific authorities in London, Paris, Edinburgh, Berlin, Geneva,
had spoken of this work so well, and treated it with such consideration,
we confess we are astonished at the North American."

UTERINE HYDATIDS\p=m-\CASES
[Communicated for tho liotuon Medical and Surgical Journal.]

Case 1.—Mrs. C. is the mother of three children ; is of a sanguine
temperament, and possesses a fine constitution. She became pregnant
about the first ol June last, and spent the early part of her pregnancy in
comparative, comfort, without the existence of any symptom or circum-
stance to point to any peculiarity in her case. On the 30th of July, she
got a hard fall on her hips, which affected the pelvic viscera to such a

degree as seriously to threaten abortion. She was treated by venesect.,
rest in a horizontal position, bathing with warm whiskey, opiates to allay
pain, and mild apénenla to keep the bowels free. Bathing with the hot
spirits seemed to be very beneficial to her. Inder this treatment, she re-

covered to a considerable, extent, and was getting along tolerably comforta-
ble, when, about the first of Oct., after lifting a heavy stick of wood,
she was attacked with uterine hemorrhage. Venesect., acetas plumbi and
opium, acid, sulph. dil., rest, 8¿c, with the necessary aperient medicines,
constituted her principal treatment. There were occasional returns of
the hemorrhage up to tin; time of her confinement. About the first of
Dec, she told mo she did not believe she was in the " family way " at
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